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G t h their partners : DZH, PTI, and FDAM
Tirta Kahuripan held a workshop in Bogor
which is organized by Inowa Prima Consult. T h s
workshop is aimed for all PDAM (state tap water
companies) offices all over Indonesia. The purpose
of this workshop is to disseminate information about
S a d Hqau concept/prograrnme to all PDAM offices
in all regons and also to introduce the hand terminal
system which is provided, designed and developed by
MI (the Netherlands).

VNG International

-

Ms. Suzanne Valkman from VNG International gave
briefly explanation about VNG International. VNG is
an association of local governments in the Netherlands.
Founded in 1912, VNG has done a lot of capacity
building activities in local governments. VNG facihtates
decentrahation and strengthens local governments
worldwide. The association's work is not only financed
by the Miustry of Foreign Affairs but also by the EU,
World Bank, UN agencies and other sources of fundmg.

LOGOSouth International
Bebi Sutomo, the representative of VNG International
in Indonesia also &d the presentation. She explained
about LOGOSouth Indonesia programme. LoGo
South is an international programme based on capacity
bulldmg. The LoGo South programme in Indonesia
started in 2005 and d end in 2010. The activities
are to build not only for local governments but also
for water companies, water authorities, and any other
decentraltzed governments. Usually it is based on
twinning programme.
The role of LoGo South programme in Indonesia is to
assist local government in addressing poverty alleviation
in improving water sector via improvement waters
services delivery and flood prevention/ institutional
development in polder.
Partnership scheme of VNG International is colleague
to colleague. Partnership is made based on trust,
motivation and needs. The approach starts from
individual level to organizational level then to sectoral
level. In indtvidual level stage, technical knowledge
and experience are shared. In the later stage, the
organization level is strengthened, then followed by
regional and national level.

Sawah Hijau concept
The next speaker was Jan Posma from PTI and Joko
Suroso from Inowa Prima Consult who explained the
concept of Sawah Hjaa.
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Sawah Hqaa concept started in the Netherlands. The
concept of Sawah Hjau is to create water-balanced. The
tools are meter reading and meter to cash (MTC).
The whole ideas of thls project are, first, to improve the
meter reading accuracy so PDAM offices have a better
readmgs whch will bring efficiency to PDAM offices.
Second, if PDAM offices can improve the meter
readmg accuracy then they can improve the billing and
the payment ratio. Customers d eventually pay it
faster because the bill came to home faster.
Third, with better reading and better b i h g or better
payment, the Unaccounted for Water level for both
technical and non technical wdl be duninished. Last,
with the better measure from the water delivered by
PDAM offices and the money they got for doing that,
PDAMs will be able, in the end, to better organizing the
dstribution of water.

Sawah Hjau project's mission is to decrease 50%
of 40% unaccounted water. The objectives of ttus
programme are :
- to improve water qualtty by doing hydraulic analysis
and pipe cleaning.
- to improve customer satisfaction by having efficient
billing system and improving the procedure
- to minimize costumer complaints with regards to the
biLl
- to improve the productivity and quality of meter
readmg
Currently PDAM Tirta Kahuripan in Bogor regency
is adopting Sawah Hjau concept. They are now using
100% hand terminal. The numbers of the hand terminal
will be added accordmg to the needs in Bogor regency.
By using hand terminal, meter reading and invoice
process is 30% faster. The remaining time can be used
to do some c o n t r o h g and to repair broken meters.
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process. In addition to that, the use of hand terminal
will make the job more efficient, faster and more
accurate.

The use of hand terminal at PDAM
Tirta Kahuripan Bogor regency
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Partners of Sawah Hijau project
Three companies are workmg together in this project :
DZH, MC? and INOWA Prima Consult as an
Indonesian local partner, DZH (Duinwaterbedrijf Zuid
Holland) works in west Holland around the Hague. The
company is handling 550.000 customer connections in
the Netherlands. DZH has been working in Indonesia
for couple of years and has been successful. MC?,
founded in 1993, is an independent Dutch company.
PTI works for all water companies, gas companies, and
electricity companies with meter readings.
Another important element of this project is Inowa
Prima Consult, local partner of the Sawab HQaa
project. Inowa Prima Consult is based in
Bandung and specialized in water infrastructure,
environment, infrastructure, and construction.
Together with Duinwaterbedrijf Zuid Holland,
PTI is currently supporting Indonesian water
c6mpany PDAM in Bogor regency as part of the
LOGOSouth programme

PDAM Tirta Kahuripan, Bogor regency has been
working together with DZH to meter the water
electrically by using hand terminal.
As a pilot area, Bogor regency has been supported
with 12 hand terminal units. 50% of the funding was
provided by DZH. Up to now, the maintenance of PTI
server which is located in the Netherlands are also still
supported by DZH.
The result of the usage of hand terminal :
- meter reading process is more effective
- minimize the error when entering the data
- minimize the unaccounted water

Field visit
To have a better understanding about the programme,
all participants were taken to field location in Villa
Kebun Raya and also to the pilot area to see the water
flushing system and the use of hand terminal. The
participants were given explanation directly from the
meter readers of PDAM Bogor regency.

Hand terminal tool
The function of water-meter reading is to know
the water volume that has been used by the
client. Hand terminal is a supporting tool to read
and record water meter. This data will be kept
electronically in hand terminal and sent to the
b i h g system through internet to be processed
as a water billing. The similarity between readmg
and record the water meter manually and by using
hand terminal is that the water meter reader (the
person) has to visit the water meter of each client
The difference is the way to read it. By using hanc
terminal, the reading and the recording process
can be done simultaneously, the data can also be
sent to the local system which then will be sent
via internet to the invoice information system.
Thls data will be processed into invoice. The
use of this hand terminal will avoid human error
when transmitting the data in invoice information
system and also to shorten the water billing
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